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Bratislava
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A modern city with old town charm, Bratislava’s rich history has been  
shaped by the influences of Celtic, Roman, Germanic, Slavic and  

Communist rule. For more than two centuries it was Hungary’s royal capital  
and coronation site of eleven kings and eight royal wives between 1563 and  

1830. Nowadays breathtaking baroque architecture sits proudly by cosy cafes  
teeming with welcoming people waiting to introduce you to their city,Bratislava.
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Day 1
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Day 1

Arrival at Vienna International Airport and transfer to the hotel of choice by luxury coach.

o Evening - Welcome to Slovakia

Did you know Slovakia has a rich tradition in the art of wine making? This evening is a celebration of that centuries  
old art as guests gather in an atmospheric wine cellar to sample some local wines and the finest regional  
gastronomy.

A music and dance performance by a traditional Slovak group adds to the festive atmosphere.
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Day 2
Bratislava
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Day 2

o Morning

Business meeting commences in one of the hotel’s elegant conference suites with working lunch to follow.

o Afternoon - In the footsteps of royalty

This afternoon’s walking tour traces the traditional route of the coronation procession visiting landmarks including  
the Gothic St. Martin’s Cathedral and the neo-Classical Primate’s Palace with a famous collection of English  
tapestries and other Habsburg heritage sites.

o Evening - UFO Tower

Prepare to be spellbound by this evening’s choice of dinner venue, the flying saucer shaped restaurant on top of  
the New Bridge. Perched 85m above ground level, this iconic remnant of communist regime watches proudly over  
the cityscape. Cocktails and dinner combined with stunning views of the meandering Danube, the cityscape, the  
Carpathian hills and even Austria and Hungary create magical memories of your time inBratislava.
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Day 3
Bratislava
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Day 3

Breakfast at leisure and airport departures.



Kollarova, 16, 902 01 
Pezinok (Bratislava Region), Slovakia

Ovationdmc.com/destinations/slovakia

Phone:+421.33.6409026

Fax: +421.33.6409029

Thank  

you!


